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Eighty years after its inaugural issue, the world-famous Newsweek magazine temporarily
discontinued its print edition, and the Washington Post was sold. In Germany too, many print media
face an uncertain future. One thing is clear, however: the next generation of readers will be less
likely to leaf through newspapers. Kai Diekmann, the editor-in-chief of Europe’s largest paper, has
long been thinking digitally. Diekmann and his editors recently visited California in search of
ideas on how his Bild-Zeitung can attract and maintain the interest of young target groups online.

Kai Diekmann (50), editor-in-chief
and publisher of the Bild-Zeitung,
in his Berlin office. This is where
Europe’s largest daily newspaper
is produced.
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Kai Diekmann

  Heiner von der Laden  

K

Christoph Bauer

ai Diekmann started working at Europe’s largest tabloid newspaper, the
Bild-Zeitung, nearly thirty years ago.
“The 1980s were an era of very large
circulations, a record-setting time for
print media,” he recalls. That now is

history. Digitization is leading the press into a new

online world. Very young readers, in particular, ask

why they should purchase newspapers or magazines
when the entire spectrum of news services is accessible much more rapidly and conveniently on their
smartphone. Articles, photos, and videos are available
everywhere and at all times.
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Diekmann, now 50, remained associated with

culation of around 2.4 million copies, the print

the Bild-Zeitung and became its editor-in-chief

edition reaches more than 11 million readers.

in 2001. He is in charge of charting the course

There are major economic benefits to digital

for this paper that was founded back in 1952.

media. Diekmann, who is also the publisher,

And he is convinced that 15 years from now,

compares them as follows: “Paper has very lim-

the print edition will still be available. “Our

ited surface space. If you want to expand the

brand is strong enough for that,” he says. But

content, that necessarily means higher printing

he is also clear about the fact that “the corner

costs.” More content on the Internet, however,

kiosk is no longer the main place to exchange

incurs only marginally higher costs of this type.

news. That has been replaced by online platforms and social networks.” Traditional rituals

This influential paper is undergoing a cultural

of acquiring information will seem veritably an-

transformation. Diekmann’s tough reporters

tiquated to tomorrow’s adults.

were once famed for being the first—and ideally, the only ones—to present the spectacular

The editor-in-chief has a plan: “We want to con-

news of the day the next morning. But clocks

tinue to grow and be successful in the future,”

tick differently these days, or for that matter,

he says. “So we also have to use the interfaces

not at all. Stories now come out immediately,

that will attract our readers. The next genera-

in “real time.” And the typical question of an

tion is at home in a virtual world; in fact, that

editor-in-chief—“Is this an exclusive scoop?”—

is already its reality today. That’s where young

is now of secondary interest to Diekmann. “Ex-

people meet their friends and find the content

clusive no longer means that you have some-

that interests them.” His view is backed by im-

thing that you can keep for yourself. It now

pressive figures. A study released in August

means telling a story with a certain stance

2014 showed that 97 percent of 10- to 13-year-

and in a special way.”

olds in Germany surf the Internet. One in four of
them already possesses a smartphone.

In fact, the digital world makes it easier for the
Bild-Zeitung to keep its core brand promise of

“As a journalist I have to address this develop-

telling stories in pictures. Diekmann enjoys

ment,” says Diekmann. He sees digitization

demonstrating himself how that works. In Feb-

not as a threat but rather as a golden oppor-

ruary 2014 when the protests on the maidan in

tunity for innovation, and is delighted about the

Kiev were at their height, he flew to the Ukrai-

nearly unlimited range of possibilities. “Jour-

nian capital for 36 hours, joined the crowds on

nalists can express themselves in even more

its Independence Square, and uploaded pho-

varied ways online,” he observes. “They can

tos from his own smartphone onto the Web. He

give their stories a 360-degree perspective,

added an interview with opposition leader and

and link to videos and soundtracks. And they

boxing champion Vitali Klitschko.

can update them around the clock.” In addition, whereas traditional editorial teams could

Where do we go from here? “I’m absolutely

only infer what would interest readers, users’

convinced that a lot of technical developments

reading preferences can now be tracked on-

will be appearing in more accelerated and radi-

line, and with great precision. Journalists can

cal ways than we can imagine today,” he ven-

learn a lot from this.

tures. To get a feel for this, in 2012 he took a

The Bild-Zeitung has a website—bild.de—which

accompanied by two colleagues—set off for

gets around 17 million hits a month. With a cir-

nearly a year in California’s Silicon Valley:

break from his position as editor-in chief and—
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Kai Diekmann went to California to gather innovative ideas about digital media. The year he spent in Silicon
Valley changed him—both inside and out. On the wall: the distinctive pop art with the logo is from the
“good old days.” Berlin-based artist Jens Lorenzen created the artwork—news sheets on canvas—in 2001.
A forgotten, rusty billboard served as his inspiration.
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the place made famous as the birthplace of

Diekmann came up with a plan to benefit from

also attracting completely new readers. The

the Internet. “What we’ll be seeing in Germany

this culture. Groups of five members of the edi-

editor-in-chief is pleased about a completely

in two or three years is already reality there.”

torial team have the opportunity to work in Los

different type of benefit as well. “Even journal-

Angeles for periods of five months at a time.

ists who have had relatively little online expe-

Diekmann is fascinated by the pioneering spirit

Working together in a large house that also

rience come back from California completely

and daring in North America. “They’re devel-

serves as their living quarters, they start editing

digitized,” he remarks. Which can only serve

oping products extremely quickly and putting

the online edition of the Bild-Zeitung at half an

this newspaperman’s plans for innovation. f

them out onto the streets in semi-finished

hour past noon. That corresponds to 9:30 p.m.

form, just to see what will happen. Flops dis-

in central Europe, so they work through what

appear. That type of thing would be considered

would be the night in Germany. This unusual

a failure here in Germany, and damage one’s

“late-night” program, “Bild.live@NIGHT,” not

image. But in the USA that’s just part of the

only spares their colleagues in Berlin from

culture of experimentation.”

having to work the unpopular night shift; it is

Kai Diekmann at the “ring.” This is what the editors call the oval table in the production room in Berlin where the printed pages of the Bild-Zeitung are laid out.
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Hard-driving performer.
With soft skills galore.
The Panamera.
Saloon or sports car? With the Panamera, that’s a choice you no longer have
to make. Combining supreme performance with sublime comfort, typical
Porsche dynamics and exceptional efficiency, the Panamera draws strength
from a powerful force; thrilling contradictions.
For more information please visit www.porsche.com/panamera

Fuel consumption (in l/100 km) combined 10.7–6.4; CO2 emissions 249–169 g/km
Panamera S E-Hybrid: Fuel consumption (in l/100 km) combined 3.1; CO2 emissions 71 g/km; Electricity combined 16.2 kWh/100 km

